David and Sarah Minifie
Red Gums on David and Sarah Minifie’s
Meadow Creek property on the King River
“The value of landscape to us is not
generated by having a lot of people in
it, more people in it detracts from the
landscape. The landscape is essentially
nature.”
“Maintaining and enhancing native
vegetation, isolated remnant trees, healthy
soils, pastures, waterways, wetlands and
ecosystems and creating linkages across
the landscape. This will become more
urgent for the survival of native flora and
the native fauna that live in the landscape,
with the impacts of climate change. We
are all reliant on healthy ecosystems.”

Tony Ransom
Farmer
Springhurst
“The most important thing to me in the
landscape is variety, a variation. Productive
land, productive species, biodiversity. I’m
still a producer at heart, so productive
species are the number one.”
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“On a farm tour recently someone was
talking about shifting your view towards
a more ecological centric view, there is
plenty of good reasons why you plant
a few trees or some specialty shrubs, so
constantly trying to mimic nature, to
re-develop that complex ecosystem.”

swampsriversandranges.org

Damien O’Keefe
Farmer, Landcare President
Boorhaman
“It is a pity that we are not all
thinking on the same page”

Jonny and Rex Allan
Farmers
Byawatha
“One of the most important things
in the landscape to us is the old
specimen trees in the paddock that
are disappearing.”

swampsriversandranges.org
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Prior Agency and Landcare Projects
This map provides a snapshot of the extensive environmental protection
works undertaken across the project area by all organisations over the
last 10 years. It gives an overview of the locations of the range of activities
undertaken, using available data, primarily from the Victorian CAMS
(Catchment Activity Management System) and internal North East CMA
mapping systems.
This map includes records from Landcare projects, NECMA river health and
wetland protection, Trust for Nature, Department of Environment, Land,
Water and Planning and preceding agencies, Parks Victoria, Rural City of
Wangaratta, Indigo Shire Council.
The points represent the broad range of activities, from grazing management
change, river health works, erosion management, remnant protection,
revegetation and more. They do not identify the size of the areas affected.
Note that this is still only part of the picture, as many earlier works are not
recorded. The map does not include works undertaken by Landcare or
other community groups and partners when funding was obtained directly
themselves. Nor does it reflect works undertaken by landholders at their
own expense.
Only the most recent years of CMA river health activities are listed, as all
works would effectively cover the rivers in key areas.
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Past
Projects
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Agricultural Production
in the Landscape
The agricultural landscape of north east Victoria presents differently to
many farming landscapes across Victoria. Climatically the region is diverse,
allowing a broader approach, and culturally the area absorbed many settlers
of European origin. Immediately after the Second World War and through
the 1950s many European refugees and settlers came to this part of the
state, both via Bonegilla, near Albury, and also as a result of the Snowy
Mountain hydro scheme. Rather than farming sheep, cattle or cropping
which tend to dominate elsewhere and often require larger tracts of land,
many of these settlers chose to plant trees and experiment with intensive
horticulture such as nuts (eg chestnuts and walnuts) and fruit. Examples of
this landuse are particularly apparent further east of the SRR project area,
up into the lower hills of the Victorian Alps.
The wine industry has become a feature across north east Victoria with many
examples of both extensive planting of vines and smaller, more boutique
wineries. Wines from this region are now established and renowned both
nationally and internationally.
Tobacco was grown extensively since the 1950s under contract in the Ovens
and King Valleys. However, since 2006 contracts were withdrawn by the big
tobacco companies and the industry was shut down.
As seen in the variety of these commodities, the agricultural industry in the
SRR project area is thriving and productive. Irrigation from dams, creeks
and rivers in the SRR area is a very important aspect of this industry. Along
with a supply of underground water for stock and domestic and production
bores administered by Goulburn Murray Water.

swampsriversandranges.org
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Alan Gibb
Farmer, plantsman
Bobbinawarra
“It would be unrealistic to think we
can produce food, fibre... whatever,
without really having an impact on
the landscape.”

Ali Pockley
Former Mayor, farmer
Indigo Valley
“We really want to see our landscape
thriving… We bought a 60 acre
block, bare block, it had five trees on
it and a ring fence, small dam and
we have changed it exponentially,
we are very inclined to look at the
property and see what we haven’t
done, rarely have we taken stock of
what we have done, and when you
do that… we have put in some tree
reserves, with the neighbours put
in a wildlife corridor right up to the
Baranduda Range…it is just coming
up for eight years old, now we are
seeing the birds move in… we just
adore the birds and we think this is
what it is all about, trying to give a
little bit back to nature.”
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Anthony Griffiths
Farmer/ Land manager
Works off -farm with Public Service
Landcare volunteer
Former Rural city of Wangaratta Mayor
and Councillor
“On a council bus tour of this area I was
discussing the scattered tree issue from a
biodiverse perspective, tourism and aesthetic
perspective, because it is one of the key
attractions of this area. I put the issue to the
group that these trees were dying out and there was a great need to replace them. Two council
officers pointed to some trees in the paddock and said that those trees grew with farming, but
I had to point out that those two trees would have been decent trees before Captain Cook got
to Australia. They had no idea how long it took a tree to grow. When I pointed out that all the
trees they could see would be over 200 years old, it shattered their view of the treescape.”

Alan Lappin

Lyn Brown

Community activist
North Boorhaman

Landcare member
Murmungee

“The important thing to me in the
landscape is to link and restore
environmental catchments... restore some
of these flows and natural corridors.”

“The recent fires in this area have perhaps
caused less planting of native trees and
more European trees. We need to be
planting for the community and locals
should be involved in the actual planting.”

swampsriversandranges.org
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Future Project Ideas

1. Rutherglen, Chiltern, Indigo Valley
These ideas are part of a ‘wishlist’ of possible projects, and were identified by various
Landcare groups, Landcare members and landholders. They will be analysed, ranked
and costed by SRR as part of their future planning.
A) Significant remnant vegetation, including
Murray Pine remnants and areas such as
Jones Swamp, connecting through to the
Murray River.
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B) Potential linkages through to the Murray
River and beyond along old roadways,
including areas of significant roadside
vegetation and remnant vegetation on
Crown/public land.

swampsriversandranges.org

C) A large area which is important for
various reasons – includes swamps linking
through to the Murray River, both Crown/
public and private land holding remnant
vegetation and is also significant for having
considerable brolga habitat.

D) Indigo Valley linkages – a road network
running through this district offers
opportunities to connect a number of
established and more recent farmers keen
on landscape restoration. This district also
has the potential to be part of a Stone
Curlew Project.

E) Diddah Diddah and Daddah Daddah
Creeks – several potential linkages
involving private and Crown/public
land have been identified in this district
including Sugarloaf Reserve, Chiltern
Wetland, Chiltern No. 2 Dam, grassland
research site located at Watertrust Road
and Barambogie covenanted land.
F) Chiltern Bike Track – potential to open a
corridor through local, significant bushland.
G) Black Dog Creek linkage – the creek runs
through the entire area, connecting
through to Mt. Pilot and has the potential
to act as a vital linkage for future landscape
restoration works.

swampsriversandranges.org
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Future Project Ideas

2. Wooragee, Beechworth Urban Landcare,
Hodgsons & Horseshoe Creeks LCGs
These ideas are part of a ‘wishlist’ of possible projects, and were identified by various
Landcare groups, Landcare members and landholders. They will be analysed, ranked
and costed by SRR as part of their future planning.
A) Hodgson and Horseshoe connections –
constructive and ongoing discussions with
private landholders and key community
members indicate a genuine interest in
working together with extensive landscape
restoration across this district with specific
opportunities between the Ovens and Reedy
Creeks.
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B) Wooragee Landcare Group identified
a number of opportunities to work on
specific projects across this district.

swampsriversandranges.org

C) Habitat
Assessment,
Enhancement
and Protection Study (Oct. 2012) –
opportunities exist to work with Indigo
Shire on this established project across
the entire area. Flagship species identified
include the Powerful Owl, Squirrel Glider
and Brush-Tailed Phascogale.

D) Rail Trail Bike Track – identified as being
a potential extension to link Chinaman’s
Dam and the Bushland Reserve using these
sites as a destination for walkers and riders.

E) Mt. Stanley/Mt. Pilot linkage – identified as
having the potential to link two significant
State forests across private land.

F) Reedy Creek restoration – potential
opportunities to contribute to an ongoing
project between Landcare and NECMA.

G) Madman’s Gully linkage – potential to
link degraded indigenous vegetation on
private property within reasonably intact
Crown/public land.

H) Quarry linkage - potential to link degraded
indigenous vegetation on private property
within reasonably intact Crown/public
land.
I) Spring Creek restoration – potential to
contribute to an ongoing project within
a regional township run by the local
Urban Landcare Group which provides
an environmental and cultural focus for
members and townsfolk.

swampsriversandranges.org
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Future Project Ideas

3. Boorhaman, Springhurst &
Byawatha Hills
These ideas are part of a ‘wishlist’ of possible projects, and were identified by various
Landcare groups, Landcare members and landholders. They will be analysed, ranked
and costed by SRR as part of their future planning.
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A) Rich and productive cropping country
including complex habitats including
significant swamps. Reduced opportunities
for environmental works due to agricultural
pressures. There are opportunities here to
look at Stewardship Payments for farmers
to look after sites of ecological importance
on their properties.

B) Potential road linkages between productive
private farmland, linking back up to Mt.
Pilot.

swampsriversandranges.org
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Future Project Ideas

4. Burgoigee Creek, Whorouly and Carboor
Bobinawarrah
These ideas are part of a ‘wishlist’ of possible projects, and were identified by various
Landcare groups, Landcare members and landholders. They will be analysed, ranked
and costed by SRR as part of their future planning.
A) Highly erodible and unstable soils along
ephemeral creeklines on private land
offers opportunities to fence out and
replant along creeks, linking projects as the
restoration works develop.
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B) Crown/public land with significant remnant
vegetation has been identified as requiring
protection and maintenance.

swampsriversandranges.org

C) Potential to connect Crown/public land
and reserves with cultural/heritage interest
using bike/walking tracks.

D) Habitat restoration identified as necessary
for both koala and platypus.

E) Whorouly Creek recharge – further
exploration of the Ovens River and
Whorouly Creek recharge areas required
to establish potential for landscape
restoration works.
F) 3 Creeks - Hurdle, Sheep Station and
Meadows - all link back through to the King
River; opportunities exist for substantial
planting and landscape restoration works
to contribute to erosion control and
provision of habitat across the district.
G) Investigate Sustainable Burning Practices.

swampsriversandranges.org
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Future Project Ideas

5. Greta Valley, King Basin, Edi, Black Range
These ideas are part of a ‘wishlist’ of possible projects, and were identified by various
Landcare groups, Landcare members and landholders. They will be analysed, ranked
and costed by SRR as part of their future planning.
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A) Paddock tree project, fencing and
protecting existing paddock trees to allow
natural regeneration.

B) Futters range corridor – potential to link
currently broken connections of significant
areas of indigenous vegetation.

C) 15 Mile and Factory Creeks – create and
restore complex riparian and roadside
vegetation and habitat.

D) Jessie’s Creek Whitfield. Opportunity to
create a community project, with extensive
riparian restoration along Jessie’s Creek.
The Creek runs past the burgeoning school
in Whitfield and through the town into the
King River.

E) Extend existing fencing and environmental
work along the King River.

swampsriversandranges.org
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Future Project Ideas

6. Warby Ranges, Winton Wetlands
These ideas are part of a ‘wishlist’ of possible projects, and were identified by various
Landcare groups, Landcare members and landholders. They will be analysed, ranked
and costed by SRR as part of their future planning.
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A) Link Winton Wetlands and Warby Ranges.

B) Connecting up with and contributing to
existing significant environmental projects
– Turquoise Parrot and Regent Honeyeater.

C) Wangandarry Creek/Warby Range/Ovens
River linkage – work toward connecting
corridors for indigenous fauna.

D) Potential to connect private property with
the Warby Range – agricultural/cropping
landscape with adjacent bushland.

swampsriversandranges.org
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Swamps, Rivers and Ranges is a community-driven
landscape restoration project designed to strengthen the
relationships between people and the landscapes they live in,
for their mutual benefit.

http://swampsriversandranges.org

